Yang counted the number of partitions of the set {1,..., n} satisfying some restrictions. We will solve the same problem using another approach, based on chromatic polynomials.
Introduction
Let S := {1,..., n} and let be the set of partitions of S. We recall that and in ("S") I = (the Bell number). The sets in 7r will be called blocks. When i £ S, we denote the block in tt containing i by B{i\tt).
Let k G S, k < n. We define a set P* of restricted partitions by 
¿=1
n-k
Applying L v in both sides of the last i=l equality and using (2.7) we obtain 
Chromatic polynomial
We will go along the lines of [1] . We denote by Map(S, Z + ) the set of all mappings from S := [n] to Z + . Given / G Map(S, Z + ) we can define the following equivalence relation on S:
The set of equivalence classes will be denoted by ker(/). We also can define an equivalence relation mod n(^) on Map(S, Z + ), as follows: / = ^(mod JJ(S)) iff there exists tt G fj(5') such that 7r = ker(/) = ker(g).
For / G Map(S,Z + )
with ker(/) = 7r G IK 5 "). we denote by Map(S, Z + )/ir the equivalence class of / with respect to mod IK^)-For P C n(-5)> we set
IT eP
We call Fp a set of colorings of S, determined by P C n (£)• The set Fp C Map(S, Z + ) satisfies the following condition:
(3.1) / € F P and g 6 Map{S, Z + ) with ker(g) = ker(/) =s> g G F P .
Conversely, if H C Map(S,Z + ) satisfies (3.1) with F p replaced by H, then P := {ker(h) : h G H} C Y[(S) and F P = H.
Let F C Map(S, Z + ) be a set which satisfies (3.1). Set
P := {ker(/) : / G F} C ]\(S).
Let Ti be the number of partitions in the class P with exactly i blocks (z = 1, ...,n). The vector Spec(P) := (ri,..., r n ) is called the chromatic spectrum of P. Obviously, \P\ = Y,Ti.
1=1
For each integer r > 1, we denote by F(r) the set 
¿=1 i=1
4. The number of partitions in P* A fc-tree of n vertices is defined recursively as follows [3] : If n = k, then the A;-tree is the complete graph K n . If n > k, then the fc-tree is formed from a k-tree of n -1 vertices by adding a vertex, and joining it with k edges to k vertices of a complete graph K k in the existing graph.
Let S := [n] and k G S,k < n. Let (Gi)k<i<n be the sequence of Octrees defined recursively as follows: Gfc is the complete graph on [k]. For i = k + 1,..., n the k-tree Gi is defined by 
